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Fear Inducer: A Mixed Reality Audio Experience 
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Abstract. In this paper I present the results from a design research project done 
at the Eindhoven University of Technology. In this project I explored the possi-
bilities of mixing realities using sound. With this mixed reality I explored ways 
to make people scared for entertainment purposes, comparable to horror-movies 
or thrill rides. One of the main elements of the concept was to make the device 
mobile, so that a thrilling experience can be generated at any time and any 
place. The user will put on the audio-device and through a biofeedback-loop 
connect himself to the system. While walking around sounds come from the 
system that blend in with sounds from the real environment. This effect causes 
interesting situations, directed by the users own impulses sensed by the bio-
feedback-loop. 
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1   Introduction 

Recent trends in horror cinema show that there is a need for more extreme content and 
experiences in certain audiences. This is probably due to saturation of the audi-
ence,[1] and a need for new and exciting experiences. In this project different ways to 
scare people for entertainment purposes were explored, and how this can be done 
most effectively. Using a ‘research through design’ approach the user-experience was 
investigated with simple prototyping to see how people react to ‘scary’ stimuli.  

Mixed reality [2] systems offer ways to blend the real with the virtual, and hereby 
open up a lot of possibilities for entertainment products. Most of the mixed reality 
systems however are focussed on visual effects[3][4], but audio has much potential as 
well. In this project the use of mixed reality in audio is investigated through the de-
sign of a product for a specific target group.  

A large part of the effects induced by scary movies is related to instinctive reac-
tions in the brain [5]. Apparently, the acted events in a movie trigger instinctive reac-
tions and put the viewer in a state of ‘fight or flight’ just as real life situations would. 
This heightened state of arousal has some measurable effects on the human body, 
such as a change in heart-rate and sweating.  

2   Blending Real and Virtual 

2.1   Letting the Imagination Run Wild 

One of the reasons that horror movies are getting boring for audiences is that the loca-
tion and predictability of the scripts are often the same. A movie fan will be able to 
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recognize style-elements and will get used to the familiar location of the theatre. All 
these things prohibit the imagination of the audience to run wild, this usually happens 
only after the movie. The opportunities lie in this after-effect of the movie, what hap-
pens when you keep on giving scary stimuli in this phase? The combination of subtle 
stimuli and the imagination of the audience could lead to tailored and non-scripted 
experiences.  

This is where mixed reality starts to become interesting. In stead of the fixed set-
ting of the theatre, there are now possibilities to combine virtual information with real 
world settings. The challenge is to feed the imagination with stimuli, and take away 
the boundary between what is real and what is virtual. 

2.2   Auditive Stimuli 

Auditive stimuli are very effective in inducing fear [5]. They affect a part of the brain 
that is quickly startled. This is an evolutionary warning system, used to alert you 
when unknown sounds appear. This is especially true when the context is unknown 
and the sounds are not easily recognized. Because of this primal reaction, audio is 
very suited to make people scared. This is also the reason why scary movies often 
have a very heavy sound-score.  

Another plus-side of using auditive stimuli is that they blend seamlessly with real-
world sounds (depending on the type of headphones). It keeps the field of view un-
hindered, and leaves room for imagination. This makes it ideal for a product in which 
freedom of movement is needed. 

2.3   Biofeedback 

Blending the virtual sounds with the real world poses some challenges. One of which 
is how to now when a person reacts to the sounds in the environment. With visual 
stimuli it is possible to track where a person is looking, and how he manipulates the 
real world. With sound however it is much harder to know which sounds have an ef-
fect on someone. To get an idea about which sounds have an effect on a person, I in-
troduced a biofeedback system. This system uses galvanic skin response to sense the 
stress-levels of the user. By doing this the system is able to react on objects in the 
surroundings of the user, and adjusting to that. So if for instance the user is walking 
past a dark corridor and the stress levels rise, the system is able to activate a scary 
sound to react to the reaction of the user. This creates a loop in which the experience 
of the user activates virtual sounds which in their turn influence the perception of the 
real world.   

This use of biofeedback creates the link between the virtual sounds and the stimuli 
coming from the real world. The resulting effect is that in the perception of the user the 
sounds coming from the system and the sounds from the real world blend together. 

2.4   The Scare Effect 

This blending of real and virtual is what makes the experience scary. During the user 
tests it became apparent that this state (of blending) is not immediately in effect. At 
first the difference between the virtual and the real world is distinguishable, but after a 
while the devision starts to become vague. Especially abstract sounds are hard to 
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pinpoint. Things like the wind or a barking dog are hard to place in either the virtual 
or real world. The resulting effect is a state in which the user does not know where 
sounds are coming from, and this gives a very menacing and scary experience. You 
can imagine for instance that when a virtual sound of a barking dog starts coming 
towards you, you cannot help but look behind you to check if this is not happening in 
the real world. This effect intensifies over time while using the system. Test-subjects 
expressed that the final minutes of the test were scariest because they had become 
paranoid of all the sounds that came from the system. 

3   The Fear Inducer System 

To test the effects of the audio-experience a fully working prototype was made. This 
prototype consisted out of three elements; a headset, a biofeedback loop and a series 
of audio-samples. The user puts the headset on, and walks around outside. Fig.1 
shows a short scenario of how the system could be used. The system is able to detect 
rises in stress-levels, and will play a scary audio sample as a reaction to that. The pro-
totype was tested on a small group of test-subjects, who had to walk a given route in a 
context unknown to them. This test was highly experimental, and only gave an im-
pression on how the subjects experienced the prototype. The results from this test 
showed that the first impressions of the subjects was very positive, they experienced it 
as very thrilling and were willing to try it again.  

I will shortly describe the workings of the separate elements, and how they affect 
the overall experience of using the prototype. 

 

Fig. 1. Putting on the headset and biofeedback system 

3.1  Design of the Headset 

Next to the auditive stimuli, the headset itself also contributes to the experience. 
Throughout a series of pilot tests it became clear that not being able to look behind you 
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has a big effect on how scary people perceived a context. This passive haptic feedback 
does nothing more than restrict head-movements. The effect however on the overall 
experience is considerable. Next to this restriction the overall design of the headset is 
quite menacing, and looks unpleasant to put on (actually wearing the headset however 
is quite comfortable). Fig.2 shows a picture of the final prototype headset. These de-
sign-choices came directly from several levels of user involvement throughout the pro-
ject. The overall look and feel were inspired by a persona [7] that was made about the 
targeted user group. The challenge was to make it fit with other products used by the 
target group, without having to lean to much on classical horror-themes. 

3.2   The Biofeedback Loop 

The biofeedback system works by measuring the galvanic skin response(gsr) of the 
user. When the user is in a stressful state, the system will be able to read this and give 
back a value. It basically is a very simple electronic circuit in which the user is used 
as a variable resistor. In the prototype the gsr-measurement is done at the fingertips, 
because this gives to clearest reading.  

To explore how much the body reacts to scary stimuli, a small test was performed. 
Several test-subjects were placed in front of a screen and attached to a biofeedback 
measurement circuit (measuring gsr). On the screen a scene from a recent horror-movie 
was shown, and the gsr-readings were recorded on a computer. At scary parts in the 
movie the gsr-reading clearly showed peaks, about three seconds after the actual scary 
scene. This delay is probably a sum of the lag in sweat building up, and the processing 
of the sensor-reading. Because the readings gave clear enough results to detect peaks in 
scariness, the system proved itself robust enough for use in a prototype. 

 

Fig. 2. The final prototype headset 
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3.3   The Audio 

In the prototype the audio was stored and played on two separate mp3-players. These 
players were connected to the biofeedback system, and would play a song when a 
certain threshold in the biofeedback-readings was reached. The audio samplers were 
divided in two types, one mp3-player held the ambient sounds and the other one the 
audio-effects. By using two players, the audio was mixed seamlessly.  

The ambient sounds would play continuously, and increased in volume and in-
tensity during the length of the test. This created a suspense, not unlike what is used 
in movies[8]. The sound effects however were only played when a peak in the bio-
feedback readings was measured (what meant that the test-subject was excited by 
something). The sound effects ranged from barking dog sounds to more abstract 
howling sounds. During the user-test the subjects expressed that the more abstract 
sounds that seemed to be coming towards them (with virtual 3d sound techniques) 
were scariest. 

4   Conclusion 

Through this paper I attempted to describe the progress I made with showing the 
possibilities of mixed reality using audio. Although the project was highly experi-
mental, I hope to show the potential of mixed reality in audio through the form of a 
product. One of the advantages of the ‘research through design’ approach is that 
you can take the wishes and reactions of real people into the process. The reactions 
of people to the final prototype, and the involvement of users in early explorations 
in the project helped the development take big steps in a short amount of time. With 
this paper I want to show an interesting direction of design research, and hope to 
encourage people to develop more entertainment devices using the possibilities of 
mixed reality. 
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